
Factory         produce       product
Are there any factories in your town?

Yes, there are many factories in my town.
What do the factories in your town produce?

The factories in my town produce___________.
Do you think it’s better to work in a factory or in an
office?

I think it’s better to work in an office.
What products does your country make?

My country makes such products as ___________.
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How much is a cinema ticket?
A cinema ticket is about fifteen thousand yen.

How much

How much is a bus ticket in this town?
A bus ticket in this town is __________.

How much do you think your shirt was?
I think my shirt was __________.

How much do you think her/his shirt was?
I think her/his shirt was __________.
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Seem       worth
Do I seem happy or unhappy?

You seem happy.
Does it seem like a good idea to study English every
day?

Yes, it seems like a good idea to study English 
every day .
Does it seem to you that the weather will be nice 
tomorrow?

Yes, it seems to me that the weather will be nice 
tomorrow . 804



Does this pen seem to be worth a lot of money?
No, this pen doesn’t seem to be worth a lot of 

money.
(Show something to the student.)
How much do you think this is worth?

I think this is worth __________.
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Free        spend – spent – spent 
Cost – cost – cost 
Do you agree that all animals should be free?

Yes, I agree that all animals should be free.
No, I don’t agree that all animal should be free.

(Show something)
How much do you think this costs?

I think this cost _________.
What are the verb forms of ‘cost’?

The verb forms of ‘cost’ are ‘cost, cost, cost’.
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Do you remember how much your pen costs?
I think this costs _________.

When something is free, how much does it costs?
When something is free, it costs nothing.

Do you spend a lot of money on food?
Yes, I spend a lot of money on food.
No, I don’t spend a lot of money on food.

What are the verb forms of ‘spend’?
The verb forms of ‘spend’ are ‘ spend, spent, spent.
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